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I. INTRODUCTION

In his announcement that he was seeking the Republican Party’s nomination for the U.S. Presidency on June 16, 2015, Donald J. Trump stated in part:

[W]hen Mexico sends its people, they’re not sending their best. They’re not sending you. They’re not sending you. They’re sending people that have lots of problems, and they’re bringing those problems with us. They’re bringing drugs. They’re bringing crime. They’re rapists.\(^2\)

Indeed, a great deal of Mr. Trump’s Presidential campaign was focused around the relationship the United States has with its southern neighbor and on the border that the two countries share. In his initial campaign launch address, Mr. Trump made a major promise to U.S. voters: He would build a wall along the U.S.-Mexico border and he would look to Mexico to cover the construction costs.\(^3\) He reiterated his promise several times during the Republican Party primaries and in the general election campaign.\(^4\) During the transition into his administration, he continued to promise to build a wall;\(^5\) only five weeks into his Presidency, Mr. Trump claimed that

---


\(^3\) Donald J. Trump, Announcement to Seek the Republican Party Nomination for President of the United States of America at Trump Tower in New York City (June 16, 2015). (“I would build a great wall, and nobody builds walls better than me, believe me, and I’ll build them very inexpensively, I will build a great, great wall on our southern border. And I will have Mexico pay for that wall.”). See Id. It is important to note that about 700 of the 1969 miles of the U.S.-Mexico border already has a fence or wall. See Peter Andreas, Monkey Cage: Yes, Trump Will Build his Border Wall. Most of It is Already Built., WASH. POST (Nov. 21, 2016), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-cage/wp/2016/11/21/yes-trump-will-build-his-border-wall-most-of-it-is-already-built/?utm_term=.2f2de3d831e7.

the construction was far ahead of schedule. When he met with Mexican President Peña Nieto at the G-20 meeting in Hamburg on July 7, 2017, he told reporters that he “absolutely” expected Mexico to pay for the wall’s construction. By January 2018, however, even President Trump’s Chief of Staff, John Kelly, told Democrat Congress members that, as a candidate, some of the President’s positions on the border wall were “uninformed.” At the time of the writing of this Article, President Trump has asked Congress to earmark funds for the construction of the wall along the U.S.-Mexico border.

During his campaign, Mr. Trump promised to create a deportation force to remove the estimated eleven million undocumented immigrants, whom Mr. Trump and his supporters prefer to call “illegals.” According to the President, many of these undocumented immigrants are rapists and drug dealers, and he often refers to them as “bad hombres.” After candidate Trump won the

---

12 Aaron Blake, The Final Trump-Clinton Debate Transcript, Annotated, WASH. POST (Oct. 19, 2016), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-fix/wp/2016/10/19/the-final-trump-clinton-debate-transcript-annotated/?utm_term=.81ed5898d6a1; see also Elizabeth Gurdus, Trump: We Have Some Bad Hombres and We’re Going to Get Them
nomination of the Republican Party, his surrogates walked back this proposal. Speaker of the House of Representatives Paul Ryan maintained that such a force would not be funded by Congress. By Week Five of the Trump administration, a set of memoranda for the Department of Homeland Security circulated, however, advancing more aggressive enforcement of immigration laws.

Repeatedly, candidate Trump promised to withdraw from the North American Free Trade Agreement (“NAFTA”). NAFTA is the highly successful, liberalized trade pact between Mexico, the United States, and Canada, which went into force on January 1, 1994 and integrated the U.S. economy with those of its two hemispheric partner countries. Some $1.4 billion worth of goods cross the U.S.-Mexico border every day. Bilateral trade under NAFTA has

Out’, CNBC (Oct. 19, 2016), http://www.cnbc.com/2016/10/19/trump-we-have-some-bad-hombres-and-were-going-to-get-them-out.html (discussing Trump’s third and final debate over illegal immigrants who Trump thinks pose a national security issue due to the influx of drugs).

16 Jared Bernstein, Trump Promises to Tear Up Trade Deals. Here’s What He Should Do, WASH. POST (Nov. 14, 2016), https://www.washingtonpost.com/posteverything/wp/2016/11/14/trump-promises-to-tear-up-trade-deals-heres-what-he-should-do/?utm_term=.39161b8f69a5. In fairness, Mr. Trump also promised to withdraw from the Trans-Pacific Partnership, a twelve-country trade agreement that the U.S. had recently signed. Id. Trump also said that, “I’ll bring back our jobs from China, from Mexico, from Japan, from so many places. I’ll bring back our jobs, and I’ll bring back our money.”
expanding by 556 percent. \textsuperscript{19} NAFTA is a $19 trillion a year regional market. \textsuperscript{20} His campaign stated that as President, Trump will

\textasciitilde{\begin{quote}
[t]ell NAFTA partners that we intend to immediately renegotiate the terms of that agreement to get a better deal for our workers. If they don’t agree to a renegotiation, we will submit notice that the U.S. intends to withdraw from the deal. Eliminate Mexico’s one-side backdoor tariff through the VAT and end sweatshops in Mexico that undercut U.S. workers. \textsuperscript{21}
\end{quote}}

Upon election, President Trump maintained that NAFTA is “a horrible deal” and opted to renegotiate NAFTA only one day after announcing that he was prepared to activate the article in the trade agreement initiating withdrawal from it: “I think we’ll be successful in the renegotiation, which, frankly, would be good because it would be simpler.” \textsuperscript{22} U.S. Trade Representative Robert Lighthizer notified Congress that the Trump administration aimed to support economic growth and better-paying jobs by improvements to NAFTA. Those improvements were not detailed. \textsuperscript{23} Renegotiations began in August 2017. \textsuperscript{24} They continued at a warp speed, with further sets of negotiations in Ottawa, Mexico City, and Washington D.C. in the


\textsuperscript{21} Tim Hains, Donald Trump’s Seven-Point Plan to Reform NAFTA and Stop WTO “Cheaters”, REAL CLEAR POL. (June 28, 2016) http://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2016/06/28/donald_trumps_seven-point_plan_to_reform_nafta_and_wto_cheaters.html.


\textsuperscript{24} Jorge Valencia, NAFTA Talks Could Begin as Early as August; ‘We Are Ready,’ Mexican Official Says, FRONTERAS (May 18, 2017), http://www fronterasdesk.org/content/10679/nafta-talks-could-begin-early-august-‘we-are-ready’-mexican-official-says.
subsequent months. A sixth set of negotiations ended in late January 2018 with little achieved. Both Canada and Mexico are preparing for a post-NAFTA world.

And despite these Herculean efforts to achieve a new agreement, President Trump continued to hint that he still might withdraw the U.S. from the trade pact. In front of Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau, on a state visit to the White House, the U.S. President stated:

> It’s possible we won’t be able to make a deal, and it’s possible that we will. We’ll see if we can do the kind of changes that we need. We have to protect our workers. And in all fairness, the prime minister wants to protect Canada and his people also. So we’ll see what happens with Nafta, but I’ve been opposed to Nafta for a long time, in terms of the fairness of Nafta.

Mr. Trump repeatedly pointed to the U.S. trade deficit with Mexico.

---


as emblematic of “unfair trade deals” into which the U.S has entered.29 On January 26, 2017, President Trump tweeted: “The U.S. has a 60 billion dollar trade deficit with Mexico. It has been a one-sided deal from the beginning of NAFTA with massive numbers….“30 This Article is not about the trade of legitimate goods under NAFTA, but about the trade of illegal products that come from Mexico – illicit drugs.

In the last Presidential debate in 2016, Mr. Trump stated: “We have to keep the drugs out of our country. We are -- right now, we’re getting the drugs, they’re getting the cash.”31 This view is supported by evidence prepared during the Obama Administration. The U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration in its 2015 National Drug Threat Assessment stated that:

Mexican transnational criminal organizations (TCOs) remain the greatest criminal drug threat to the United States; no other group can challenge them in the near term. These Mexican poly-drug organizations traffic heroin, methamphetamine, cocaine, and marijuana throughout the United States, using established transportation routes and distribution networks. They control drug trafficking across the Southwest Border and are moving to expand their share of US illicit drug markets, particularly heroin markets.32

The U.S. Department of State agreed in its March 2017 International Narcotics Control Strategy Report:

Mexico is a major source and transit country for heroin, marijuana, and synthetic drugs destined for

31 Blake, supra note 12.
the United States and a main transit country for cocaine from South America. Mexico is a source of illicit opium poppy and the primary supplier of heroin and opium derivatives to the U.S. domestic market. Seizures of clandestine laboratories have significantly increased, suggesting continued access to precursor chemicals. Narcotics trafficking and related violence in Mexico pose considerable problems to citizen security and economic development.33

To counter this proliferating epidemic, since 2008 the U.S. government has provided over $1.5 billion in equipment, training, and other support to Mexico as that country continues to build capacity and develop professionalization of its law enforcement apparatus. The money has also been used for the reform of the justice sector with a view to prevent crime and violence, and stem corruption.34 With the Mexican government as its willing partner after the election of Felipe Calderón as President in 2006, the United States government earmarked money under the Mérida Initiative to help Mexico fight the drugs war.

This Article examines the war on drugs as persecuted by the United States and how it has been exported to Mexico. It also explores the increased efforts in the drugs war that the Trump administration, through the U.S. Department of Justice, is pursuing at a domestic level. Part I of this Article provides an outline of the dynamics in the quickly evolving and highly tense relationship between the United States and Mexico. Part II of this Article details the historical background of the U.S.-Mexico border region and demonstrates that the border has long been a contested site. Part III provides a picture of the war on drugs in the United States and how it has failed. And failed it has, for “more than $1 trillion has been spent on more than 45 million drug arrests since President Nixon first coined the term

34 Id.
‘the war on drugs,’ ... [y]et the rate of drug use in the United States remains unchanged.”

Part IV of this Article then details how the war on drugs in Mexico has made the U.S.-Mexico border region, like much of Mexico, even more insecure. It demonstrates how the efforts have led to a weakening of the Mexican State through an uptick in public insecurity in the country. In fact, in 2016, Mexico was the second deadliest country in the world according to the London, England-based International Institute for Strategic Studies which reported that the drug wars in Mexico cost 23,000 lives that year. Deaths from small-arms fire in our southern neighbor are second only to the deaths resulting from the civil war in Syria. Death rates continue to grow in 2017. Part V concludes this Article with a look at the unfolding drug policy of the Trump Administration in the context of overall bilateral relations between the U.S. and Mexico, including bilateral security arrangements as well as NAFTA, the impugned trilateral trade pact.

This Article explores the manner in which, despite the efforts of the Mexican and U.S. governments, narco-trafficking organizations continue to grow their businesses, and in the process, destabilize Mexico, undermine its rule of law, and threaten U.S.-Mexico relations. Much of this is played out at the U.S.-Mexico border.

39 PAUL GANSTER & DAVID E. LOREY, THE U.S.-MEXICAN BORDER INTO THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY xxi (2d. ed. 2008). “The U.S.-Mexican border, for example, has long been the subject of negative stereotypes by both the United States and Mexico. The 1920’s saw the border depicted as a haven for gambling, prostitution, and vice, an image that has continued while other layers have been added. In the 1980s and 1990s, the border was frequently decried as a center of worker exploitation in assembly plants (maquiladoras), serious environmental problems, and out-of-control urban growth. The flow of illicit drugs across the border to consumers in the United States has produced the perception of a region characterized by drug wars and corruption.”
These trends require us to reconsider the border region as a contested site – one where the state of nature reigns and there are constant challenges to the primacy of the state. That is, the rule of law is lacking. Law enforcement officials do not have the monopoly of force in the region, and often lack effective control over their respective territories and jurisdictions. Organized crime in Mexico is rampant and private actors often fill the vacuum created by weak public institutions unable to fulfill their respective mandates or coopted by corruption or threat (plata or plomo). While 22,409 registered murder investigations opened in 2011, a total of 23,101 murder investigations were opened in the first 11 months of 2017.

Even the tourist areas are not immune. The U.S. State Department updated its travel advisory for Mexico on August 22, 2017 to include popular tourist locations such as Quintana Roo, in which Cancun is located, and Baja California Sur, in which Los Cabos is located. A subsequent updated travel advisory stated:

> Gun battles between rival criminal organizations or with Mexican authorities have taken place on streets and in public places during broad daylight. The Mexican government dedicates substantial resources to protect visitors to major tourist destinations and has engaged in an extensive effort to counter criminal organizations that engage in narcotics trafficking and other unlawful activities throughout Mexico. There is no evidence that criminal organizations have targeted U.S. citizens based on their nationality. Resort areas and tourist destinations in Mexico generally do not see the level of drug-related violence and crime that

---


A new State Department travel advisory rating system was unveiled in early January 2018, rating parts of Mexico as dangerous as Syria and Yemen where there are active international conflicts underway. Much of this violence has occurred during the time that the United States government and its Mexican counterparts worked together to fight the war on drugs in Mexico, through the Mérida Initiative.

II. THE UNITED STATES-MEXICO BORDER: A CONTESTED SITE

United States President Donald Trump clearly views Mexico as a cauldron of evil – composed of drug dealers, rapists, job thieves, and other “bad hombres” – and the border region as a place of danger that must be tamed. Border regions are, by their very nature, contested sites. Contraband – illegal narcotics, humans, arms, and
other uninspected goods – moves easily through these regions. The contraband does so by evading state control, avoiding taxation, ignoring licensing, denying regularization, or navigating around other official sanctions, levies or other forms of inspection. The smuggling routes for illicit drugs, unregulated products, people without legal status, and illegal weapons are lucrative. It is clear why border regions are zones of insecurity – there is a scarcity of law enforcement authorities and officials are often on the smugglers’ payroll. Such “border zones” or “zones of transit” have been defined as:

spaces of dispute produced by conflictive relations of power between multiple actors who permanently operate in between legality and illegality, interconnecting countries in unforeseen ways due to the permanent movement of commodities and labour power through clandestine and formal ways.

On a daily basis, the United States’ porous borders bring with it illegal immigration and narco-traffic, generating a U.S.-
Mexico border seemingly out of control.\textsuperscript{53} For decades there has been a long-running call for better security at the border with Mexico.\textsuperscript{54} This desire for strengthened border protection has only grown louder in recent years and became the major issue in the 2016 Presidential election in the United States.

The U.S.-Mexico border remains the third most dangerous in the world according to the International Organization for Migration.\textsuperscript{55} It is no surprise then that the U.S.-Mexico border has continued being a contested site despite the best efforts of NAFTA, the post-9/11 militarization of the region, and the renewed national security focus of U.S. authorities.\textsuperscript{56} The triple-threat of drug smuggling, illegal crossings,\textsuperscript{57} and rising violence are the realities facing border communities.\textsuperscript{58}

The Mexican border functions as a drum that both the left and the right like to thump. For the left, it means imperialism. They decry the death of migrants, the newly built wall and the tens of thousands of armed agents patrolling the line. The right sees the border as the only thing separating us from the disintegration of our national security. They decry migrants (illegal invaders), violence spilling over the border and, in


\textsuperscript{54} Timothy Dunn, The Militarization of the U.S.-Mexico Border, 1978-1992, at 1 (1996) (“In the contemporary era, since the mid-1970s, ‘border control’ has emerged as a salient topic in U.S. politics, with concern for it often spurred on by sensationalist portrayals of undocumented immigration, drug trafficking, and occasionally even the threat of terrorism at critical issues for the U.S.-Mexico border region.”).


\textsuperscript{56} Bill V. Mullen, Along the Border, in What Democracy Looks Like: A New Critical Realism for a Post-Seattle World 206 (Amy Schrager Lang & Cecilia Tichi eds., 2006) (“Finally, attention to the unfolding history of the U.S.-Mexico border in the wake of both Seattle and 9/11 reveals, or re-reveals, newly contested sites for possible struggle that we cannot afford to forget in light of efforts after 9/11 to erase, eradicate, and blur the memories of 1999, before and beyond.”).


\textsuperscript{58} Staff of H. Comm. on Homeland Sec., 109th Cong., A Line in the Sand: Confronting the Threat at the Southwest Border 4 (Comm. Print 2006).
certain zany moments, see Islamic terrorists crossing the desert and leaving a litter of prayer rugs.59

Tunnels run across the border;60 holes in the border fence persist. Wide open spaces, some running for hundreds of miles, is the norm east of the San Diego sector and in parts of Arizona and Texas.

Federal Border Patrol officials confirmed that agents discovered a garage-size hole in a steel fence that divides the United States and Mexico just east of Nogales, Arizona. On August 3, 2014, agents found that runoff water from rainstorms during the weekend had also knocked down 60 feet of the rebar-reinforced steel fence just west of the Nogales-Mariposa Port of Entry near Interstate 19 in Nogales. That fence stood 18 to 26 feet high and extended at least seven feet underground. The Border Patrol said it was working on repairs for both fences and had agents monitoring the areas. The fence was built in 2011. It is constantly monitored by agents because smugglers and others who attempt to cross illegally routinely try to breach or knock down parts of it. The Border Patrol says it does not keep track of fence breaches or attempted breaches, but it does have a special unit devoted to finding and destroying tunnels used to smuggle drugs.61

The dangers of the United States-Mexico border are not new. The border area, or la linea as it is called in Mexico and by border communities in the U.S., has long been a contested site.62 It divides

59 Charles Bowden, Charles Bowden on the War Next Door, HIGH COUNTRY NEWS (Mar. 1, 2010), http://www.hcn.org/issues/42.4/the-war-next-door.
the so-called developed world with the developing world.⁶³ There are
different rules, standards, societies, relationships with governmental
authority, and political history – sometimes in the same space itself.
Indeed, the two countries have occupied the same territory (albeit at
different times). The U.S. won this territory through military
conquest. This situation was solidified in and by the Treaty of
Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848,⁶⁴ an agreement which saw Mexico cede
a huge portion of its national territory – what is present-day Arizona,
California, New Mexico, parts of Colorado, Nevada and Utah – to
the United States.⁶⁵

The two countries share much heritage, and the trappings of liberal
democracies with federalized systems of governance.⁶⁶ Both
republics were both forged by revolutions – in the United States in
1776, with further consolidation in 1789 and in Mexico, starting in
1908 and ending in the 1920s. They have shared a long, complex, and
interrelated history with the loss of Mexican territory. For Samuel
Huntington this is Reconquista with demographics, rather than
military, being the tool for the taking back of Mexico’s land lost in
the U.S.-Mexican War of 1846-1848.⁶⁷

---

⁶³ Rebecca Morales & Jesús Tamayo-Sánchez, CHANGING BOUNDARIES IN THE
AMERICAS, Urbanization and Development of the United States-Mexico Border 49-68, 49
(Lawrence Herzog ed. 1992). “[T]he U.S.-Mexican border [is] the most significant
international border between an industrializing and a developed country.” Professor
David Kennedy wrote just after NAFTA began that “[t]he income gap between the
United States and Mexico is the largest between any two contiguous countries in the
world.”

⁶⁴ Treaty of Peace, Friendship, and Limits and Settlement with the Republic of Mexico,
July 4, 1848), http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/ampage?collId=llsl&fileName=009/llsl009.db&recNum=975.

⁶⁵ ROBERT D. KAPLAN, THE REVENGE OF GEOGRAPHY 33 (2012) (“Half the length of
America’s southern frontier is an artificial boundary line in the desert established by
treaties following the Mexican-American War of 1846-1848.”).

⁶⁶ Randal C. Archibold, Name Change Is Suggested for Other U.S., N.Y. TIMES (Nov. 22,
states-urges-changing-mexicos-name.html? r=0, They almost shared a name: The United
States. In his last days in office in November 2012, Mexican President Felipe Calderón
attempted to change the official name of the country– from the United Mexican States
to simply Mexico, but the name change never took place. Id.

⁶⁷ SAMUEL HUNTINGTON, WHO ARE WE?, 221 (2014) (“Mexican immigration is leading
towards the demographic Reconquista of areas Americans took from Mexico by force in
the 1830s and 1840s, Mexicanizing them in a manner comparable to, although different
from, the Cubanization that has occurred in Southern Florida. It is also blurring the
border between Mexico and America, introducing a very different culture, while also
The border itself has long been a lightening rod for the relations between the two states. For Professor Samuel Truett, “this land was contested and selectively unmade as social conflict and revolutionary struggles shook the foundations of the modern borderlands, dashing dreams of domestication and domination and conjuring the ghosts of frontiers past.” Indeed the frontier has often shifted and remained, in parts, imprecise. It is important to recognize that the border has not yet been fully demarcated.

Borderland studies provide an indispensable corrective to historical narratives that accept the territoriality to which all modern states lay claim. Likewise, historians reveal the insecurity of the border region. Professor Rachel St. John in Line in the Sand provides a wonderful history of the various joint boundary commissions over the years and details the brave work done by those charting the border, an area for decades that had been filled with raiding indigenous peoples, brutal arms dealers, and cattle rustlers.

Professor Truett similarly explains:

By mid-century, Sonora was deemed by many to be under the control of the Apache and a Wild West narrative that came with wildcat gold prospectors and other miscreants. Such judgments assimilated the region to an older idea of frontier space, one peopled promoting the emergence, in some areas, of a blended society, half-American and half-Mexican.

---


70 See 50 Years Ago, a Fluid Border Made the U.S. 1 Square Mile Smaller, supra note 62.

71 SEE MICHEL BAUD & WILLEM VAN SCHENDEL, TOWARD A COMPARATIVE HISTORY OF BORDERLANDS, 8 J. WORLD HISTORY 221-42 (1997).

by savages, not real citizens, and thereby justified its annexation.\textsuperscript{73}

This negative image dates back to pre-Independence days. “As the colonies failed to flourish, border defenses were primarily left to state of local governments. In the absence of a strong central government, a few men known as caciques, or caudillos, took hold of state governments and rules with almost autonomy from Mexico City.”\textsuperscript{74}

Even after Independence, when Mexico finally broke free from Spain (and later France) this situation continued.\textsuperscript{75} “Mexico was experiencing a period of adjustment after the armed conflict between the central government and the nation’s states. Far away from the nation’s center in Mexico City, Ciudad Juárez reaffirmed its regional pride.”\textsuperscript{76}

Nothing much has changed since the days when Mexico won its independence from Spain. Professor Michael Dear wrote: “The US-Mexico borderlands are among the most misunderstood places on earth. The communities along the line are far distant from the centers of political power in each nation’s capital. They are staunchly independent and composed of many cultures with hybrid loyalties.”\textsuperscript{77}

The two states, with their respective capital cities thousands of miles away in Washington, D.C. and in Mexico City, clearly did not exercise much control of the area in criminal justice, regional trade, and international relations.\textsuperscript{78} So far from their respective capitals, the border communities on both sides of the divide were historically left to their own devices, using self-help remedies and engaging more with their counterparts on the other side instead of seeking advice from Washington D.C. or Mexico City, D.F.\textsuperscript{79}

\textsuperscript{73} TRUETT, supra note 68, at 37.
\textsuperscript{74} See TRUETT, supra note 68, at 28.
\textsuperscript{75} See id.
\textsuperscript{77} MICHAEL DEAR, WHY WALLS WON’T WORK: REPAIRING THE US-MEXICO DIVIDE, xii (2013).
\textsuperscript{78} See TRUETT, supra note 68, at 28.
\textsuperscript{79} See id. at 28, 37.
“The borderlands have always been a place of strife.”80 Oscar Martinez calls the region the “troublesome border.” This is for good reason.81 For more than a century, there was a perception of chaos fueled by raids on both sides of the border by armed indigenous tribes.82 With that violence came illegal U.S. mercenaries, post-war filibusters, corporate opportunists, land grabbers and other associated no goodniks all of whom sought to take advantage of lax border restrictions, general anarchy, and hunger for expansion under the guise of Manifest Destiny.83 Michael Dear explains: “[T]he border during the nineteenth century was an extraordinarily violent place, lacking formal law enforcement agencies and institutions.”84 Mexican authorities have long struggled to maintain effective control as police come under attack on a seemingly frequent basis.85 The Mexican state still does not enjoy a monopoly of force.86 In 1996, Timothy Dunn wrote that “[i]n the contemporary era, since the mid-1970s, ‘border control’ has emerged as a salient topic in U.S. politics, with concern for it often spurred on by sensationalist portrayals of undocumented immigration, drug trafficking, and occasionally even the threat of terrorism at critical issues for the U.S.-Mexico border region.”87 Not much has changed over the last two decades since Dunn wrote those words. The difference is the magnitude of the same challenges, and the determination of the federal governments of each country to do something about the lawlessness of the United States-Mexico border. For Mexico it has been a full-fledged war on drugs that began in December 2006.88 For the United States, it was the funding of this war on drugs in Mexico through the Mérida Initiative, which

80 DEAR, supra note 77, at vi.
82 DEAR, supra note 77, at 50.
83 See id.
84 Id. at 58.
85 See DAVID A. SHIRK, COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS, THE DRUG WAR IN MEXICO: CONFRONTING A SHARED THREAT 3 (2011)
86 Id.
87 DUNN, supra note 54, at 1.
88 See DAVID A. SHIRK, COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS, THE DRUG WAR IN MEXICO: CONFRONTING A SHARED THREAT 3 (2011)
commenced in 2008. It should be no surprise that the war on drugs in Mexico has not provided the intended results, given that the one in the United States has long been a colossal failure.

III. THE WAR ON DRUGS

A. THE DOMESTIC FOCUS

U.S. President Richard M. Nixon first declared “the war on drugs” in June 1971, transforming the U.S. justice system toward a “tough on crime” policy with a strong focus on drug offenders. Until this time, U.S. presidents had not actively involved themselves in drug control policies. President Nixon leveraged the drug problem in the U.S. into a “central national-policy concern.” State and federal legislators then passed new laws incentivizing the arrests and prosecution of drug offenders and implemented “expansive mandatory minimum penalties.”

Sentencing severity and police and prosecutorial discretion resulted, with the latter opening the door to “exacerbated racial disparities.”

89 See generally Rissel Durand, Containing the Spillover Effect: The Use of Rule of Law to Combat Drug-Related Violence in Mexico, 36 Hous. J. Int’l L. 217, 233-43 (describing Mexico and United States’ attempt to reform Mexico’s war on drugs with the Mérida Initiative as a “greater spillover effect into the U.S. border” because Mexico’s has not restored the rule of law, reduced drug violence, or decreased the flux of illegal substances into the United States). See also Carina Bergal, The Mexican Drug War: The Case For a Non-International Armed Conflict Classification, 34 Fordham Int’l L. J. 1042, 1065-72 (discussing the implications of Mexico’s drug war with drug-related violence increasing between 2006 to 2008 and drug cartels paying off government officials).


93 See id. at 989.

94 Eaglin, supra note 91, at 600-01.

95 Id.
Economically, these harsh policies resulted in an increase of $260 billion to sustain the criminal justice system by 2015. Not only were there increases in financial costs there were also high social costs; those previously incarcerated were at higher risk of being a repeat offender in the future due to multiple barriers to a successful reentry into society.

President Ronald Reagan built on Nixon’s policy when he declared “war” in June 1982 stating that “… we can fight the drug problem, and we can win.” During his two administrations, he introduced a plethora of legislation meant to deter illegal drug use by implementing harsh and punitive measures such as: (1) The Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984; (2) the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986; (3) the Anti-Drug Abuse Amendment Act of 1988; and (4) The Drug Free Workplace Act of 1988.

The Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 (“1986 Act”) mandated first-time offenders in possession of any amount of crack cocaine would result in a mandatory minimum sentence of five years in prison; this sentencing is equivalent to an offender who possessed powder cocaine of 100 times that amount. The 100:1 ratio greatly impacts

96 Id.; see also Inside the “War on Drugs”, HARV. MAG. (Mar. 28, 2013), http://harvardmagazine.com/201303/inside-the-war-on-drugs.
97 Philip Keefer et al., Drug Prohibition and Developing Countries: Uncertain Benefits, Certain Costs, in INNOCENT BYSTANDERS: DEVELOPING COUNTRIES AND THE WAR ON DRUGS 13 (Philip Keefer & Norman Loavza eds., 2010) (“The social costs of prohibition policies go far beyond the budgetary.” Although statistics of incarcerated drug offenders do not show they are productive outside the drug sector, estimates of “production losses from the 660,000 incarcerated drug offenders at approximately $40 billion annually (Executive Office of the President, the White House, 2004”).
98 Lipp, supra note 92, at 990-91.
103 Sarah Hyser, Comment, Two Steps Forward, One Step Back: How Federal Courts Took the “Fair” Out of the Fair Sentencing Act of 2010, 117 PENN ST. L. REV. 503, 504 (2012); see also Beaver, supra note 91, at 2548 (explaining that first time offenders are punished
the African American population because crack cocaine is disproportionately used by African Americans when compared to the Caucasian population.104 “The 100:1 ratio was notoriously criticized for both its undue harshness and its disparate impact on the African American community.”105

The 1986 Act also “eliminated the federal judicial flexibility” for individualized sentencing based on case-by-case circumstances, a discretion which paralleled the aims of the Sentencing Reform Act of 1984.106 According to the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, “In 2002, blacks constituted more than 80% of the people sentenced under the federal crack cocaine laws and served substantially more time in prison for drug offenses than did whites, despite the fact that more than two-thirds of crack cocaine users in the U.S. are white or Hispanic.” 107 Adding to the severely because “the average sentence for an individual found guilty of possessing twenty-five grams of powder cocaine is fourteen months, while a defendant found guilty of possessing less than twenty-five grams of crack cocaine is subject to an average of sixty-five months”); Ashlee Riopka, Equal Protection Falling Through the Crack: A Critique of the Crack-to-Powder Sentencing Disparity, 6 ALA. C.R. & C.L. L. REV. 121, 124-25 (2015) (Congress rashly set low quantity threshold for the mandatory minimum crack based on various unfounded assertions that are now discredited: “(1) crack was more addictive, (2) crack produced different and more severe psychological effects, (3) crack was cheaper and thus attracted people who wouldn’t otherwise be able to afford powder cocaine, especially young people, and (4) crack caused more crime”).

104 Beaver, supra note 91, at 2549.
105 Hyser, supra note 103, at 504. See also Lipp, supra note 92, at 995 (sentencing disparities from the 1988 Congressional amendments is the “subject of sharp and continued criticism”); Beaver, supra note 91, at 2549. 42 U.S.C. §§ 13701-14223 (1994) (Congress responded to criticisms of sentencing disparities by passing the Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994, which studied sentencing disparities for crack and cocaine. The report concluded, “the 100:1 ratio was unwarranted”; however, Congress still did not change the minimum sentencing guidelines) (current version at 34 U.S.C. §§ 12101-12643 (2017)). T. Michael Andrews, Unequal Sentences: The Crack and Powder Cocaine Disparity, 44 ARIZ. ATT’Y 22 (2008) (“commentators and lawyers have argued that this ‘Crack Statute’ unnecessarily pits powder cocaine at a lower sentencing level than it does for crack cocaine, thus creating a disparity in sentencing. Some have even called this disparity racist”).

106 Lipp, supra note 95, at 992.
conundrum of sentencing disparities, the U.S. Supreme Court does not “explicitly acknowledged” the 100:1 ratio as a contributor to racial disparity, nor has the Court chosen to resolve the circuit split regarding what it means to be “cocaine based.”

However, circuit courts are given some minute flexibilities when issuing sentencing through a series of cases, allowing them to consider the racial implications of the 100:1 ratio.

The Sentencing Reform Act (1984) provided for a Sentencing Commission to act as an independent agency of the judicial branch; its objectives were to guide federal courts, Congress, and the President to help them create an “effective crime policy, [as well as] compiling surveys on a broad range of sentencing trends.” From 1995 to 2002, the Sentencing Commission continuously informed Congress that the sentences for crack cocaine offenses were unjustified; they stated the rationale behind the 100:1 ratio has since been disapproved. In an attempt to comply with the goals of Congress, “the Commission recommend[ed] a decrease in the ratio from 100:1 to 20:1,” so the amount of crack cocaine needed to trigger the five-year mandatory minimum would now be twenty-five grams. Unfortunately, Congress rejected this proposal as well as prior proposals to amend the ratio. By 2007, the Sentencing

---

108 Beaver, supra note 91, at 2552.

109 Id. (Kimbrough v. United, the lower court disregarded the Sentencing Guidelines “based on its opposition to the one-hundred-to-one ratio and the racial disparity it promulgates.” However, the decision was vacated by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit. In Spears v. United States, “the Supreme Court considered whether sentencing courts may adopt their own ratios of cocaine base to powder cocaine”); see also Andrews, supra note 105, at 22-23 (“On Dec. 10, 2007, in United States v. Kimbrough, the Court ruled that the Federal District Court from the Eastern District of Virginia did not abuse its discretion by calculating and considering the federal advisory guidelines, including the U.S Sentencing Commission’s reports criticizing the 100-to-1 powder-to-crack sentencing ratio. In its calculation, the district court had departed from the mandatory sentencing range by four and a half years.”).


111 Beaver, supra note 91, at 2550.

112 See id. at 2551.

113 Id.

114 Id.; see also Andrews, supra note 105, at 28 (“the disparity between the sentencing of crack and powder cocaine violations persists largely because of Congress’s inability to foresee changes in drug abuse and trends. Change can only happen through congressional action, in which Congress has rejected proposed amendments to the U.S Sentencing
Commission proactively decided to amended its own “Sentencing Guidelines for crack cocaine offenders, lowering the recommended sentence for most crack cocaine offenses.” \(^{115}\)

By the time President Obama took office, he promised to “reduce drug use and the great damage it causes” with a new national policy that will treat drug offenders as a public health issue and will focus on prevention and treatment. \(^{116}\) Despite these campaign promises, the Obama administration spent their drug budget mainly on law enforcement instead of prevention and treatment programs. \(^{117}\) It was not until 2013 that the Obama administration released their “21st century approach to drug policy that balances public health programs, effective law enforcement, and international partnerships.” \(^{118}\)

In 2010 President Barack Obama signed the Fair Sentencing Act of 2010 ("FSA") in an attempt to correct sentencing disparities by “reducing, but not eliminating, the ratio between the two categories

---

\(^{115}\) Beaver, supra note 91, at 2552 (providing that “[s]entencing ranges for first-time offenses involving five grams or more of crack cocaine were lowered from 62 to 78 months, to 51 to 63 months; first-time offenses involving fifty grams or more of crack cocaine were subject to 97 to 121 months, lowered from 121 to 151 months, before accounting for other relevant factors under the Guidelines”); accord Riopka, supra note 103, at 127-28. (The Sentencing Commission guidelines reduced the average crack cocaine sentence by fifteen months. “This amendment was applied retroactively to allow prisoners who met certain criteria to seek sentencing reductions”).

\(^{116}\) Martha Mendoza, U.S. Drug War Has Met None of Its Goals, NBC NEWS http://www.nbcnews.com/id/37134751/ns/us_news-security/t/us-drug-war-has-met-none-its-goals/#.Wq28oGZJmuV (last updated May. 13, 2010.) (Despite his campaign promises, Obama administration increased their budget for interdiction and law enforcement).

\(^{117}\) Id. (Obama requested a record $15.5 billion for the drug war for 2011, about two thirds of it for law enforcement at the front lines of the battle: police, military and border patrol agents struggling to seize drugs and arrest traffickers and users. About $5.6 billion was spent on prevention and treatment).

of drug offenders.” The FSA “increased the amount of crack needed to trigger the mandatory minimum from five grams to twenty-eight grams” believing these reforms would shift the focus of mandatory sentencing minimums onto drug dealers, rather than low-level drug users.

In the last year of the Obama administration, the National Drug Control Strategy 2016 reports alcohol and tobacco use in youth have decreased; however, reduction of illegal drugs such as cocaine “cannot be assessed.” To date, the United States Budget still shows huge disparities between money spent on drug interdiction and counter drug activities when compared to the budget for prevention programs. It is important to note some positive changes have occurred under Obama; the supply of cocaine to Canada and the United States has declined, and cocaine use among the general population has fallen by 32 percent between 2006 and 2014.

Only four decades have passed since President Nixon’s declaration of the war on drugs in 1971 and the United States has already spent

---


120 Riopka, supra note 103, at 129; see also U.S. SENTENCING COMM’N, supra note 114 at 11-27 (as a result of FSA, number of crack cocaine offenders sentenced in the federal system is about half of that in 2010, however the percentage of crack cocaine trafficking offenders based on ethnicity showed that “blacks” grew from “78.7% to 83.4% from 2010 to 2014.” The chart on page 23 shows that the average sentences for crack cocaine offenders are now closer to average sentences for powder cocaine offenders due to the FSA however there is still a significant amount of disparity).


122 Id. (Drug interdiction and counterdrug activities was $950.687 million in 2015, $1,050,598 million in 2016 and requested amount of $844.800 for 2017, whereas drug prevention programs were $179.582 million, $213.788 million and $87.595 million respectively.).

close to a trillion dollars.124 The U.S. also houses the largest prison population in the world with about “2.3 million behind bars.” 125 In 2015, the United States had a federal drug control budget of about $25.5 billion and is one of the biggest contributors to global drug expenditures.126

B. THE GLOBAL BATTLEFRONT

Even with such limited success domestically, the war on drugs has been refocused over time and made a part of foreign policy. The United States government expanded operations from the domestic scene to countries outside the homeland, focusing on Colombia in the 1990s and on Mexico starting in the late 2000s. Under this policy, “a significant part of drug control costs is transferred to producer and transit countries that are obliged by international agreements to implement supply-reduction interventions….”127 Plan Colombia and the Merida Initiative are examples of how the “bulk of the heavy cost in human life, violent crime, unsafe communities, corruption, and the loss of legitimacy of state institutions is borne outside the United States.”128 Meja uses a hypothetical where all of all its cocaine consumption in was relocated to Canada, which illustrates how U.S. authorities would not want to “confront drug trackers at the cost of

125 Id. See also U.S. SENTENCING COMM’N, supra note 114, at 26 (The impact of passing the FSA shows that without it, 5,984 offenders would have had a higher sentence, receiving an average of 106 months. Based on the difference of sentencing pre and post-FSA, the Commission estimates the FSA will result in a savings of 15,320 bed-years to the Bureau of Prisons, and the retroactive impact on the federal prison population will result in reduced sentences of 6,880 crack cocaine offenders, saving 14,333 bed-years).
127 Mejia & Cseste, supra note 126, at 4.
128 Id.
seeing the homicide rate in cities such as Seattle go up from its current level of about 5 homicides per 100,000 population to 150 per 100,000 to prevent cocaine shipments from reaching Vancouver.”

Mejía uses this hypothetical to mirror what occurs in Colombia, Mexico, and other Latin American countries.

Colombia, the main supplier of cocaine to the United States, was a main target country in the internationalized of the war on drugs. Negotiated during the administration of President Bill Clinton, Plan Colombia was a joint U.S.-Colombia initiative to combat cocaine production and tracking. This initiative has cost Colombia about 1.2 billion U.S. dollars per year with little evidence these expensive measures are actually effective to deter production, trafficking, and use of drugs. Plan Colombia was also implemented to facilitate interdiction efforts such as seizing drugs before they reach the United States. Although this method is “more effective than spraying herbicides, the results are only temporary because it causes a displacement of drug tracking operations to other parts of Latin America.”

When United States invaded Afghanistan in 2001-2002, the Bush Administration expanded its policy on the war on drugs to an estimate of $12 billion on counternarcotic measures. In May 2003,
the United States coordinated its “first official National Drug Control Strategy in Afghanistan.”

Despite these measures, Afghanistan still supplies ninety percent of heroin around the world. Prior to invading Afghanistan, the Taliban prohibited the cultivation of opium. Ironically, the invasion of Afghanistan to overthrow the Taliban helped the country diversify and vertically integrate its cultivation of opium.

Mexico was next designated as a target country as the war on drugs was exported from the United States. It took a long time for the traditionally suspicious Mexican authorities to agree to cooperate with the United States in stemming the emerging drug threat in Mexico.

The Merida Initiative is a major component of U.S.-Mexico counternarcotics cooperation. Since 2008, the program has delivered over $1.5 billion in equipment, training, and other support to build capacity and to assist Mexico with law enforcement professionalization, justice sector reform, crime and violence prevention, and anti-corruption efforts. Furthermore, since 2009 the United States has provided security assistance program funding specifically for counternarcotics equipment and training to military personnel and law enforcement, including aviator qualification, medical aid, leadership development, and equipment supporting improved regional interoperability, communications, and maintenance.

Rosen, supra note 130, at 72 (DEA official explains the shift in the conceptualization of security after 9/11. “Prior to September 11th, 2011, the law enforcement community typically addressed drug trafficking and terrorist activities as separate issues, in the wake of the terrorist attacks in New York City, Washington, D.C., and Pennsylvania, these two criminal activities are virtually intertwined.”).

Coyne et al., supra note 133, at 100.


See id.; Coyne et al., supra note 133, at 98-00.

INCSR Volume 1, supra note 33, at 215.
The Merida Initiative is an attempt by governments of allied countries to combat rising drug trafficking and other organized crime throughout Latin America.\textsuperscript{139} The strategy under the Merida Initiative\textsuperscript{140} has provided funds for border-security equipment, law enforcement training and resources, investment in economic sectors, and improving the coordination for international intelligence-sharing.\textsuperscript{141}

Regardless of the early posturing by the Partido Revolucionario Institucional ("PRI") administration of Enrique Peña-Nieto,\textsuperscript{142} the Mexican military is deployed throughout the entire country and will be for some time.\textsuperscript{143} The border region is awash. There are still many checkpoints on the Mexican side of the U.S.-Mexico border, evidenced by the short drive from Tijuana to Tecate along Highway 2 where drivers will encounter two to three military checkpoints.

Mexico and the U.S. announced the Mérida Initiative in October 2007. This initiative is a package of assistance from the U.S. to Mexico and Central America that began in Fiscal Year 2008.\textsuperscript{144} It was developed after the Mexican government requested support from the U.S. “As part of the Mérida Initiative’s emphasis on shared responsibility, the Mexican government pledged to deal with crime and corruption and the U.S. government pledged to address drug demand and the illicit trafficking of firearms and bulk currency to Mexico.”\textsuperscript{145} “Between FY2008 and FY2014 the U.S. Congress appropriated over $2.4 billion for Mérida Initiative programs in

\textsuperscript{139} See generally https://www.state.gov/j/inl/merida/ (last visited Apr. 8, 2017).
\textsuperscript{140} See generally id.
\textsuperscript{145} Id. at 6
In 2006, Mexico’s federal government invested an estimate of $3.5 billion dollars in security and public safety. In 2014, the amount nearly tripled to an estimated $10.2 billion dollars. In 2017, Congress provided an estimated $139 million for the Merida Initiative. Currently, President Trump has proposed a budget request of $85 million, a decrease of 38 percent from fiscal year 2017. Mexico reduced its budget that funded for intelligence collection, crime prevention, and the prosecutorial unit in charge of investigating cases of disappeared persons.  

The Mérida Initiative moved to break the power and impunity of criminal organizations; strengthen border, air, and maritime controls; improve the capacity of justice systems in the region; and curtail gang activity and diminish local drug demand. By 2010, both countries (Mexico and U.S.) agreed that together they would disrupt—the operational capacity of organized criminal groups; institutionalize reforms to sustain the rule of law and respect for human rights; create a 21st century border; and build strong and resilient communities. 

Officials from Mexico and the United States described the Mérida Initiative as a “new paradigm” for bilateral security cooperation. Both governments decided to create multi-level working groups to implement bilateral security. Some welcomed the Mérida Initiative shift, but some argue that “[i]nitiatives to modernize the border and build resilient communities are further behind.” There has not been enough investment in border infrastructure to adapt to the increase
Building “resilient communities” has not been successful considering the goals set by the U.S. government. In 2007, at the enactment of the Merida Initiative, there were “over two thousand drug-related homicides annually; by 2012, the number escalated to more than twelve thousand.” In addition, in 2007, violence was primarily concentrated in approximately 50 municipalities along the border with Sinaloa. In 2011, violence had spread to over 240 municipalities throughout Mexico. Some of the recommendations for the U.S. regarding security cooperation are to focus on building “resilient communities” and the modernization of the U.S.-Mexico border. By 2016, reports of murders increased in many parts of the country. The uptick continued in 2017. By all accounts, Mexico appears to be losing the drugs war while the U.S. is, in part, paying the bills.

Both the U.S. and Mexican governments have failed to comply with some of their pledges under the Merida Initiative. Mexico pledged to intensify its anticrime efforts and the U.S. pledged to address drug demand and illicit trafficking of firearms and bulk of currency to Mexico. Mexico has not kept its pledge because crime in Mexico has increased. “From 2007 to 2011, the homicide rate per 100,000 people in Mexico increased by an annual average of 15.4 percent.” The U.S. has also failed to comply with its pledge. In 2011, the Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives (ATF) faced congressional scrutiny when information about Operation Fast and
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Furious became public. The ATF allowed “straw purchaser” to purchase large amounts of firearms. Two of the firearms were used in a shooting at the U.S.-Mexico border where a U.S. Border Patrol agent was killed.\textsuperscript{163}

\section*{IV. THE WAR ON DRUGS IS MAKING THE BORDER REGION EVEN MORE INSECURE}

In the last decade, the U.S.-Mexico border has become ground zero in the war on drugs. The Rand Corporation in 2014 reported that:

\begin{quote}

The full scope and details of the threat posed by VDTOs [violent, drug-trafficking organizations] are not well understood, and optimal strategies to combat these organizations have not been identified. Furthermore, the associated security challenges are not confined to Mexico. Many are rooted in (or have spilled over into) neighboring countries, including the United States.\textsuperscript{164}
\end{quote}

The drugs war has helped create a vacuum resulting in increased public insecurity.\textsuperscript{165} “Mexico’s National Institute for Statistics and Geography (INEGI) reported that 72 percent of Mexicans believe their city is insecure and nearly 94 percent of crimes go unreported or uninvestigated.”\textsuperscript{166} With many police forces in Mexico corrupted by the narcotraficantes and the Mexican military systemically violating human rights, citizen self-defense groups have risen all around the country. The magnitude of the violence is horrific, forcing

\textsuperscript{163} Id. at 38.
\textsuperscript{164} RAND CORPORATION (CHRISTOPHER PAUL, COLIN P. CLARKE, & CHAD C. SERENA), MEXICO IS NOT COLOMBIA, ALTERNATIVE HISTORICAL ANALOGIES FOR RESPONDING TO THE CHALLENGE OF DRUG-TAFFICKING ORGANIZATIONS xi (2014).
\textsuperscript{165} It is important to note that the situation is very fluid but there are moments of capture by journalist and analysts along the border. Most instructive are works by Charles Bowden (“Murder City”), John Gibler, (“To die in Mexico”), Tom Barry (“Border Wars 2011”), and Ed Villuemy (“Mexerica”) - a literature, which is informed and poetic and, thus, so disturbing.
\textsuperscript{166} INCSR Volume 1, supra note 33, at 215.
some analysts, diplomats, and pundits to consider Mexico a failed state.\textsuperscript{167}

A. THE DRUGS WAR AND THE COLLAPSING MEXICAN STATE

Mexico continues to suffer from a lack of public security: “Drug-related homicides have dramatically increased in recent years in Mexico along the nearly 2,000-mile border it shares with the United States.”\textsuperscript{168} The \textit{narcotrafficantes} and their smuggling networks have divided much of Mexico into a network of \textit{plazas}, territory over which they have control and from which they can move illicit drugs north to the United States.\textsuperscript{169} The stakes are very high. The annual value of the illegal drugs industry involving the cartels from Mexico vary from 30 to 50 billion dollars.\textsuperscript{170}

It is no surprise then that the drugs war has come to influence all that is happening in Mexico. One cannot look at the border without understanding that the problems in the region, and those that abut the 2,000-mile border are also problems that exist in Mexico. At the writing of this Article, an estimated 150,000 people have been killed in the drugs war in Mexico.\textsuperscript{171} The murder rate in Mexico, ten years after the war on drugs was launched by the Mexican government, is

\textsuperscript{167} TED GALEN CARPENTER, THE FIRE NEXT DOOR: MEXICO’S DRUG VIOLENCE AND THE DANGER TO AMERICA 120 (2012).
\textsuperscript{168} U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, Data Are Limited and Concerns Vary About Spillover Crime Along the Southwest Border 2 (2013), http://www.gao.gov/assets/660/652230.pdf;
at levels not seen since the height of that offensive. In 2016, the murder rate increased by 22 percent, and that is only the murders that were reported. The Interior Department of Mexico reported that Mexico had 20,789 homicides in 2016, compared to 17,034 in 2015. Baja California was hardest hit while Veracruz has increasingly become a hotbed of violence, forcing the Mexican government to send even more federal troops there to quell the carnage.

Law enforcement authorities seem incapable of stopping the cycle of murders and the level of violence. They are, in fact, part of the problem. Graves are regularly found, sometimes dumped in the center of Mexican cities in full daylight. The few members of the media who are brave enough to report what is truly going on, detail the dozens of bodies that are exhumed in mass graves. Innocent bystanders are killed in mechanic shops, mutilated bodies are left hanging in the middle of public plazas, and teenagers are slaughtered at birthday parties. The majority of this violence is related to the drugs war – either cartel on cartel violence or security officials and law enforcement action against the cartels. Law enforcement
authorities are either ineffective or corrupt, or a combination of both, to end this cycle of violence.  

It was not for lack of trying on the part of former Mexican President Felipe Calderón. From the moment he stepped into office in December 2006, President Calderón took on the cartels head on using all the institutions of the state. Indeed the ranks of the Secretaría de la Defensa Nacional (SEDENA) grew by more than six percent during Calderón’s time in office. The problem was that most of them – particularly federal, state and municipal police authorities – are corrupt and act in concert with one or more of the drug cartels. Entire police forces have been discharged, like the port city of Veracruz. Only in late December 2011 did the municipality fire all its police officers, leaving the Mexican Navy in charge of public security until a new police force is installed. Police who are not corrupt look the other way to not become a target themselves. Throughout the country, Mexican police have turned on each other with shoot-outs between different agencies and even some against the other within the same police force. There is little faith in the administration of justice and police authorities.

This sense has only grown under the rule of President Enrique Peña Nieto. The case of the missing 43 students became another lightning rod for the Mexican general public to question whether there is any

178 Peter Cynkar, *Mexico’s Drug War*, U.S. FOREIGN POL’Y OPINION BRIEFINGS (Apr. 4, 2012), [http://www.gallup.com/poll/153743/opinion-briefing-future-mexico-drug-war.aspx](http://www.gallup.com/poll/153743/opinion-briefing-future-mexico-drug-war.aspx) (Five years after Mexico launched its aggressive war on drugs, Gallup finds fewer Mexicans reporting that gangs and drugs are commonplace where they live. Yet gangs remain a neighborhood fixture for 46% of Mexicans surveyed in 2011 and 33% said drug trafficking goes on. Fewer Mexicans feel safe and their confidence in their police and their military has decreased.).


effective governance in their country. On September 26, 2014, in the small southern city of Iguala, 43 students from the local teacher trainer Ayotzinapa College were reportedly on their way to disrupt a speech by the wife of the mayor of Iguala, Maria de los Angeles Pineda. She was a reported drug cartel operative, and the students were allegedly set to accuse her of corruption. En route, the trainee teachers were apprehended by local police at gunpoint, handed over to a drug cartel whose henchmen tortured and killed them, burning and hiding the bodies. The mayor, José Luis Abarca Velásquez, had sent police to intercept the students and send a message to quell dissent. The local police, law enforcement in Guerrero state (Mexico’s most murder-plagued state), and the federal government, did little in the aftermath of the mass abduction. In fact, the police initially kidnapped the unarmed student teachers only 100 yards from a local military base, after shooting one in the head and injuring four others. President Peña Nieto’s first reaction was that the situation was not his government’s problem but a local matter, a statement that he retracted a few days later. The country’s Attorney General opened an investigation ten days after the mayor of Iguala and his wife fled the town. It was a month after the disappearance that the mayor and his wife, on the run for weeks, were arrested in Mexico City. The Governor of Guerrero, Angel Aguirre, took a leave of absence from his post. Twenty-two municipal police from Iguala were also arrested for the disappearances.

183 Lorne Matalon, Mexico Marks Día De La Revolución: Patriotism, Protest And Revulsion, FRONTERAS DESK (Nov. 21, 2014), http://www.fronterasdesk.org/content/9859/mexico-marks-d%C3%AD-de-la-revolucion-patriotism-protest-and-revulsion (“It’s not just the crime itself that’s roiling Mexico. It’s the perception that the government’s reaction was slow.”).
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While there were 50 unidentified victims, most of whom were chopped into bits and set on fire, discovered around the State of Guerrero during a massive search, DNA tests concluded that these were not the students. It was not for more than two months after the forced disappearances that the first body from the group of missing students was identified.

Across Mexico, there was much public frustration and indignation over the lack of progress in the investigation into the disappearance of the students. Around the country, tens of thousands of people took to the streets in dozens of large protests held to force the government to do more to complain of the corruption and violence that plagued Mexico. Protesters occupied dozens of municipal government buildings and shut down two airports. In Mexico City, the police dispersed a peaceful protest with a brutal response. Many of those arrested, including journalists and bystanders, complained of arbitrary arrest and other criminal actions, which were later substantiated by the National Human Rights Commission.

The Chief of Police of Mexico City resigned soon thereafter.


H.T., Outrage, at Last, THE ECONOMIST (Oct. 8, 2014), http://www.economist.com/blogs/americasview/2014/10/massacres-mexico (On October 4, 2014, 28 charred bodies were dug up in mass graves near Iguala, but those bodies may not be the remains of any of the remaining 43 missing students.).


The U.S. Embassy issued a travel advisory for U.S. citizens, warning them not to travel to Guerrero state. Concerning the cities of Acapulco, Ixtapa, and Zihuatanejo, the travel advisory stated:

“[Y]ou should exercise caution and stay within tourist areas…. You should also exercise caution and travel only during daylight hours on highway 95D (cuota/toll road) between Mexico City and Acapulco and highway 200 between Acapulco and Zihuatanejo/Ixtapa. In Acapulco, defer non-essential travel to areas further than 2 blocks inland of the Costera Miguel Aleman Boulevard, which parallels the popular beach areas…. In general, the popular tourist area of Diamante, just south of the city, has been less affected by violence.”

Mexican President Peña Nieto put forward a legislative package to reform Mexico’s police forces, allowing for the replacement of Mexico’s most corrupt municipal police forces. To promote the reforms, the beleaguered Mexican President visited Guerrero state, missing the town of Iguala. For that duty, he sent his Interior Minister and national security advisor instead, having them talk about the economic impact the case of the missing students was having on the country, rather than focusing on the poor record of enforcing human rights or investigating corruption among the police and the political class. A panel of independent experts, appointed by the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, released a report that rejected the Mexican Government’s account of what happened to the 43 unarmed students, and underlines the coordination between municipal, state and federal law enforcement authorities, including the Army, in obstructing the judicial

---

The Mexican Government reopened the investigation after public pressure. In short, the missing 43 students has become the rallying point for Mexican discontent with the drugs war, the complicity of police forces at every level of government, and the willful disregard (if not complete co-option) of many in the political elite in the illicit drugs industry. After approximately 14 months investigating the disappearance of the 43 students, the Organization of American States’ Inter-American Commission on Human Rights found evidence of many compliance issues among authorities that point to a high level of corruption. To this day, the missing students and their families have not received justice.

The Mexican military has fared no better. Mexican security forces have lost the trust of the Mexican people. The late Charles Bowden, a long-time border journalist, summarized it best:

The war in Mexico is for drugs and the enormous money to be made by supplying American habits, a torrent of cash that the army, the police, the government, and the cartels all lust for. Second, the Mexican army is a government-financed criminal

---


206 CARPENTER, supra note 167, at 131 (“[T]he Mexican military may be going down the same path of drug-related corruption that had already widely infected the police and other governmental institutions. And the military was considered the last bastion against that plague.”).
organization, a fact which Mexicans learn as children.\textsuperscript{207}

Since late 2006, when Felipe Calderón became President, the Mexican Army has been deployed to patrol streets, to man checkpoints on highways, and to conduct raids.\textsuperscript{208} For many, this is a problem and not a solution as rumors circulate that leaders are on the payroll of the \textit{narcos}.\textsuperscript{209} According to Human Rights Watch’s World 2012 Report,\textsuperscript{210} Mexico has experienced a dramatic surge in homicides in recent years, driven in large part by the violent struggle between and within powerful criminal organizations to control the drug trade and other lucrative illicit businesses such as human trafficking. Efforts by the administration of President Felipe Calderón to combat organized crime have resulted in a significant increase in killings, torture, and other abuses by security forces, which only make the climate of lawlessness and fear worse in many parts of the country. Journalists, human rights defenders, and migrants are targeted for attack by criminal groups and members of security forces, yet Mexico has failed to provide these vulnerable groups with protection or to adequately investigate the

\textsuperscript{207} CHARLES BOWDEN, \textit{MURDER CITY: CIUDAD JUÁREZ AND THE GLOBAL ECONOMY’S NEW KILLING FIELDS} 202 (2010).
\textsuperscript{208} Daly et al., \textit{supra} note 179, at 9. Looking back at the 2006-2012 period, “the Mexican public holds mixed feelings about the Calderón administration’s strategy. On the one hand, in a March 2012 poll by Consulta Mitofsky, 43% of respondents indicated that they viewed the Mexican government’s strategy as a “failure,” and 53% thought that organized crime was winning the fight against government forces. Only 28% felt Calderón’s strategy had been successful. Nevertheless, more than two-thirds of those surveyed support using the military to combat organized crime. As one observer noted, “The majority of the Mexican population isn’t angry that Calderón is using the military to fight organized crime. They’re angry that he’s done such a lousy job of it.”
\textsuperscript{209} Randal C. Archibold, \textit{Mexico Holds 4 High-Ranking Army Officers}, \textit{N.Y. TIMES}, (May 18, 2012), http://www.nytimes.com/2012/05/19/world/americas/mexico-detains-3-generals-tied-to-drug-cartel.html. In May 2012, the Mexican government detained three high-ranking Army Generals who played a role in drug trafficking, including a former second-highest ranking official in the Defense Ministry for the first two years of Calderon’s presidency.
crimes against them. Efforts to implement comprehensive reform of the criminal justice system, which would address endemic problems such as torture to extract confessions, continued to progress slowly in 2011, leaving in place a system rife with abuses.  

The Army, known for his massacre of students and the dirty war against student leaders and others deemed subversives in 1968, was particularly brutal during President Calderón’s drugs war. Thousands of complaints against the Army have been logged with the National Commission for Human Rights (“CDNH”) since 2006. The general public has lost much confidence in the military, already held in disrepute, during Calderón’s administration. Indeed, the expanded use of the military has put the legitimacy of the Mexican armed forces at risk. According to seasoned journalist Charles Bowden, “They [the public] read that the Mexican army can be rough, but never grasp the fact that the Mexican army historically has been stationed all over the country in order to repress and terrorize the people of Mexico.”

There are current concerns about human rights violations and the involvement of the police and military in those violations. Some reports show the involvement of Mexican security forces in


\[213\] Daly et al., supra note 179, at 21. CDNH has registered an increase in reported human rights violations with regard to the military since 2006. A growing number of complaints against SEDENA were recorded after Calderon took office: 182 in 2006; 367 in 2007; 1,230 in 2008; 1,800 in 2009; 1,415 in 2010; 1,626 in 2011. Only about 2% of *quejas* (complaints) have resulted in CNDH recommendations, SEDENA reports more than 5,661 complaints have been resolved. *Id.* at 23.

\[214\] *Id.* at 17.

\[215\] BOWDEN, supra note 207, at 193.
extrajudicial killings, kidnappings for ransom, and torture. The military has committed many human abuses since tasked with public security. A November 2011 Human Rights Watch (“HRW”) report maintains that cases of torture, enforced disappearances, and extrajudicial killings have increased significantly in states where federal authorities (police and military) have been deployed to fight organized crime. According to Mexico’s Department of Defense (“SEDENA”), human rights complaints have increased from 182 in 2006 to approximately 1,800 in 2009, but declined to 1,626 in 2011. International human rights groups identified the problem as the government’s failure to hold military and police officials accountable for their abuses.

In the agreement for Mérida Initiative assistance, the U.S. government included a section that states that if the Mexican government does not address human rights violations, 15 percent of the Department of State International Narcotics Control and Law Enforcement (“INCLE”) and Foreign Military Financing (“FMF”) assistance would be held until a report is received stating that the Mexican government is taking action. In August 2012, the U.S. State Department held back assistance because Mexico was not meeting the conditions. It withheld about $18 million dollars until it could consult with the Mexican government to address some key human right issues. This happened again in October 2015. For the fiscal year 2017, the Foreign Operations Bill included restrictions that corresponded to $5 million in FMF.

217 Daly et al., supra note 179, at 11.
219 SEELKE & FINKLEA, supra note 144, at 12.
220 Id., at 28
221 Id.
223 Id. See also SEELKE & FINKLEA, supra note 144, at Table A-1.
Enrique Peña Nieto’s administration, which came into power in December 2012, has struggled with Mexico’s war on drugs. When he took over Los Pinos, Mexican President Enrique Peña Nieto said very little about continuing the war on the cartels that his predecessor, Felipe Calderón, started in December 2006. As then-President-elect Peña Nieto explained in Washington, D.C. to U.S. President Barack Obama, and again in his inauguration speech on December 1, 2012, the drugs war would not be the sole or metanarrative for his Presidency. Instead, the newly elected Mexican President committed his administration to a focus on economic growth. President Peña Nieto took a page from the PRI’s playbook during its seven-decade reign following the Mexican Revolution and contended that peace and prosperity would come to Mexico with large spending projects. President Enrique Peña Nieto’s focus on the economy, including the reform of the tax code and the privatization of parts of the nationalized petroleum industry, does not cease operation of the drugs war or the Mexican military’s fight against the narcotraficantes.

During a firefight between members of the Mexican Army and suspected drug traffickers on June 30, 2014 at a warehouse in Tlatlaya, a small town in the southern state of Mexico, soldiers reportedly killed 22 gunmen. According to a report by the National Human Rights Commission, at least a dozen were killed execution style by the soldiers after they had surrendered. According to the report, three women who had witnessed the massacre, two of whom were beaten and all three of whom were threatened with rape, were forced by state prosecutors to sign statements that exonerated the soldiers.

Federal prosecutors took three months to begin investigating the killings. The federal Attorney General’s office sprung into action only after the Latin American edition of ESQUIRE magazine
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224 Adam Thomson, Mexico Leader Shifts Focus on Drugs War, FIN. TIMES (July 2, 2012), https://www.ft.com/content/2f95e762-c471-11e1-a98c-00144feabdc0.


published an interview with one of the witnesses of the massacre, and the Associated Press had also broken the story. Seven soldiers were finally charged by the Attorney General’s office: three for “aggravated homicide” and “altering the crime scene,” and one lieutenant for his role in covering up the crime. The charges brought did not repair the reputational damage caused by the mishandling of this incident, rather it further disgraced the administration of justice and severely damaged the public’s opinion of Pena Nieto’s administration. Consequently, FOREIGN POLICY magazine declared in a headline that in Mexico, “[t]he authorities are not to be trusted.” Daniel Wilkinson stated in the accompanying article that:

many Mexicans consider to be an essential truth that the Iguala tragedy has exposed about their country: Its public security institutions are not functioning as safeguards of public security. On the contrary, they are a central part of the problem — whether it’s police colluding with murderous gangs, soldiers executing civilians, prosecutors torturing witnesses, or senior officials using the law to justify inaction in the face of such atrocities.

In the waning days of the Calderón administration, Ted Galen Carpenter correctly envisioned that, “A more probable danger than the chance that Mexico could become a failed state is that Calderón’s use of the military for law enforcement could transform the country in undesirable, authoritarian ways.” Although Mexico’s Drug War has persisted for a decade, nothing has changed. The situation has escalated in Mexico to the extent that activists have called for the International Criminal Court to investigate the situation.
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233 See Jesús Pérez Caballero, Will the International Criminal Court Investigate Mexico’s ‘Drug War’?, INSIGHT CRIM. (Nov. 5, 2014), http://www.insightcrime.org/news-analysis/international-criminal-court-mexico-drug-war; see also Carina Bergal, The
When President Peña Nieto was elected, he promised to reduce the violence with a focus on decreasing the murders and kidnappings, rather than using military force. Indeed, the “continued levels of bloodshed and violence in Mexico reflect that there has been little change in government policy between the Calderón administration and that of Peña-Nieto.”

B. GENERAL PUBLIC INSECURITY IN MEXICO

For years Mexicans trusted some of its media to speak truth to power. Since 2006, this has no longer been the case. Sadly, little news is reported because the Mexican media are often the targets of cartel violence, making it difficult to receive accurate reports about incidences in the country. The media is told what to print by the narcotraficantes. Journalists have been killed in Mexico City, Tijuana, Ciudad Juárez, and elsewhere in the country. Blogs became increasingly more prevalent, bypassing more traditional mainstream media; but unable to continue reporting unscathed, some bloggers are forced to remain anonymous due to security concerns. Social media reporters using Twitter and Facebook have
also been killed.\textsuperscript{241} It is suspected that the cartels have added technologically savvy individuals to its payroll, thus calling into question whether anyone can be truly anonymous on the web.\textsuperscript{242} A leading regional newspaper in Chihuahua, \textit{Norte de Ciudad Juarez}, ceased publishing to protest the impunity that cartels enjoy as they murder journalists.\textsuperscript{243}

Many Mexican cities, including Monterrey, Mexico’s third largest urban center and its technology center, live in a culture of fear.\textsuperscript{244} Mexico is experiencing a brain drain to the United States as the professional and entrepreneurial class flees from the breakdown in the rule of law.\textsuperscript{245} Kidnapping has been a default crime for organized criminal gangs, with high expenses used to hasten transactions. In the border region, these numbers surge exponentially. Based upon thousands of household polls, Mexico’s National Institute of Statistics reported an estimate of 100,000 kidnappings in Mexico.\textsuperscript{246}
The study also indicated that out of the 100,000 kidnappings, about one percent are reported to the police.\(^{247}\) Accordingly, “[t]hat one percent is actually very close to the figure that the government puts out — between 1,500 to 1,700 a year.”\(^{248}\) Ciudad Juárez has become “the gateway to a Mexican hell: a subject for extreme tourism and yellow journalism. The world reduced to a crime tabloid article.”\(^{249}\)

The internal costs to Mexico from the drugs wars are increasing – not just in lost output, a drop in tourism, and worries from foreign investors – because when less drugs cross the border, domestic use of illicit drugs increases. As a natural consequence, if the drugs cannot enter the United States, they have to go somewhere. The domestic market for drug consumption has increased so exponentially that drug use is now one of Mexico’s growth industries.\(^{250}\) The costs of drug addiction to society are well documented, and in Mexico, it is no different. The estimated economic cost of illicit drug use to Mexico in 2004 was estimated at $4.3 billion.\(^{251}\) By 2015, the total economic impact of the drug-fueled violence in Mexico was estimated to be $134 billion, some 13 percent of the country’s GDP.\(^{252}\) By 2017, the Sydney-based Institute for Economics and Peace estimated the economic impact of overall violence in Mexico cost about $180 billion, which comprises about eighteen percent of the country’s gross domestic product.\(^{253}\)

\(^{247}\) Id.
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\(^{249}\) RODRÍGUEZ, supra note 76, at 21.


\(^{252}\) Camila Schippa, This is how much violence costs Mexico's economy, WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM (May 2, 2016), https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2016/05/this-is-how-much-violence-costs-mexicos-economy/. In 2011, the market for private security alone was estimated in Mexico to be 1% of GDP, or $8 billion. Devon Duff & Jen Rygler, Drug Trafficking, Violence and Mexico’s Economic Future, Knowledge @ Wharton (Jan. 21, 2011), http://knowledge.wharton.upenn.edu/article/drug-trafficking-violence-and-mexicos-economic-future/.

For decades, long before taxes incentivised building factories to supply the U.S. marketplace, Ciudad Juarez and Tijuana were centers of entertainment and vice with a permissive culture that took advantage of laxer law enforcement and supplied Americans’ endless appetite and budget for low-cost fun. Not everyone had proximity to these vice cities, so the illicit products made their way north, making “[t]he primary gateway for illicit drug smuggling to the United States the Southwest Border.” Billions of dollars worth of cocaine, marijuana, methamphetamines, and MDMA are supplied annually by Mexican drug cartels – the narcotraficantes - to the United States. In turn, billions of dollars are laundered annually by international banks operating in the United States and Mexico.

Mexico is also on the supply side of the labor market, providing the millions of Mexicans who make their way across the border to work, most often without legal status to do so, to take advantage of comparably higher wages. Some of these wages are sent back to Mexican villages to sustain families, which are lacking male heads of household. These towns then reproduce the conditions for young men to join gangs that assist the narco-trafficking organizations with low cost murderers (sicarios) for hire. Transnational criminal organizations traffic drugs, engage in extortion and prostitution rackets, deal arms, and made kidnapping a cottage industry in Mexico.

No place is truly safe in Mexico – including the border

254 Rodríguez, supra note 76, at 18. The 1950s were the golden age of Ciudad Juárez’s nightlife fame. The city became a fleeting space where the US tourist could dream of having a Mexican prostitute and, by symbolic displacement, all of Mexico for a moment. An extension of the Santa Fe international bridge to El Paso, Texas, Avenida Juárez became a brittle, colorful stage: a film location that tried to mask the barbarity of the border while remaining true to the city’s tradition of delivering low-cost sexual services and entertainment. Id.
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with the United States.

Criminals cross the border and commit crimes on the orders of narcotraffickers.260 Hits are ordered from Mexican cartels and carried out in the United States.261 Mexican DTOs have been active across the United States.262 A 2011 report from the U.S. Department of Justice found that drug cartels were operating in more than 1,000 cities around the United States.263

V. PRESIDENT TRUMP’S WAR ON DRUGS

President Donald Trump, in his inaugural address, announced that he would save the United States from “[t]he crime and the gangs and the drugs that have stolen too many lives and robbed our country of so much unrealized potential.” He continued, “This American carnage stops right here and stops right now.”264

263 NATIONAL DRUG THREAT ASSESSMENT, supra note 255, at 11.
This theme – that the scourge of drug abuse has so blighted parts of the country – was a mainstay during long campaign season, one that had played out for over a year and a half. While campaigning in New Hampshire, candidate Trump lamented the opioid addiction crisis that has so plagued the state. With only 24 days left in the campaign, Trump’s campaign released his plan of sorts:

When I won the New Hampshire primary, I promised the people of New Hampshire that I would stop drugs from pouring into your communities. I am now doubling-down on that promise, and can guarantee you – we will not only stop the drugs from pouring in, but we will help all of those people so seriously addicted get the assistance they need to unchain themselves.

He continued by stating that, after his election victory, “we will aggressively prosecute traffickers of illegal drugs, and provide law enforcement and prosecutors with the resources and support they need to do their jobs.”

A few days later, in the third and last Presidential debate, Mr. Trump claimed that heroin was streaming across the U.S.-Mexico border by stating, “The single-biggest problem is heroin that pours across our southern borders, just pouring, and destroying their youth and is poisoning the blood of their youth and plenty of other people.”


President Trump was correct. Indeed, the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration in its 2015 National Drug Threat Assessment stated that “[h]eroin is most commonly brought to the United States overland across the Southwest Border (mostly Mexican heroin, some South American heroin).”269 The DEA report continued by explaining that, “[W]alls have not stopped drugs, especially heroin. It is the easiest drug to traffic in small batches across a border because it is so easily condensed — and easy to cut later.”270

It is no secret that “many ordinary people traffic small amounts of heroin ‘a la hormiga’ — antlike.”271 Migrants take it, often against their will or to garner a discount by human traffickers, as they trek through the desert, which can involve a four-day trip at great peril. As the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime reported, cocaine from South America coming into the U.S. is primarily in small amounts.272 The police report that only “ant traffic” passes through the country, with most shipments smaller than two kilograms.273 While marijuana and crystal meth are far too bulky to allow for such individualized trafficking, heroin is compact and lucrative enough to make the risk worth the reward.274

President Trump often conflates the war on drugs with his war on illegal immigration – to expel the millions of undocumented immigrants in the United States back to their respective home countries. The U.S. President has said, “We’ve ordered the Department of Homeland Security and Justice to coordinate on a

269 2015 NATIONAL DRUG THREAT ASSESSMENT SUMMARY, supra note 32, at 35.
271 Id.
plan to destroy criminal cartels coming into the United States with drugs."

As a candidate, President Trump did not fully articulate his policies concerning the illicit drug industry. His views on the United States’ southern neighbor, however, were much more pronounced: forcibly return to Mexico the estimated 6.1 million undocumented migrants by enforcing the immigration laws; deter and punish further migration by beefing up border security; and, reduce the integration of the U.S. and Mexican economies by reworking international trade rules. He planned to accomplish the latter first by withdrawing from the Trans-Pacific Partnership (to which Mexico is a party), and then by renegotiating NAFTA, or by ending the trade pact should these negotiations fail.

On February 23, 2017, the White House confirmed that federal enforcement authorities would fully enforce the laws, even if they contradict state laws. The Attorney General in the Trump Administration, Jeff Sessions, began fighting the war on drugs with full-force. As a federal prosecutor and Senator, Sessions doggedly rejected the reductions in drug crime sentencing that the previous administration was pursuing. Bill Piper of the Drug Policy Alliance said, “When it comes to drug policy reform, Senator Sessions has
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277 Jens Manuel Krogstad et al., 5 Facts About Illegal Immigration in the U.S., PEW RESEARCH CENTER (Nov. 3, 2016), http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2016/11/03/5-facts-about-illegal-immigration-in-the-u-s/ (revealing that “there were 11.1 million unauthorized immigrants in the U.S. in 2014, a total unchanged from 2009 and accounting for 3.5% of the nation’s population. The number of unauthorized immigrants peaked in 2007 at 12.2 million, when this group was 4% of the U.S. population.”).
nearly single-handedly blocked bipartisan sentencing reform.”
For Piper, “Jeff Sessions is a nightmare. He is a threat to progress, especially marijuana reform, sentencing reform, and asset forfeiture reform.”

In his confirmation hearing, Attorney General Session stated in his opening statement:

The country is in the throes of a heroin epidemic with overdose death triple between 2010 to 2014, triple, nearly 50,000 people a year die from drug overdose. Meanwhile the illegal drugs [pour] across the southern border into every city and town in the country bringing violence, addiction and misery.

Mr. Sessions also responded to Senator Dick Durbin’s accusations of support of mandatory drug sentencing guidelines by stating:

I stepped out against my Republican administration said on the floor of the Senate that I believe the crack-cocaine laws were too harsh and particularly it was disadvantageous to the African-American community where most the punishments were fallen. It’s not fair and we have to fix it so I to say I took a strong stand on that and I did not agree, you and I did not agree on the retroactivity because of a lot of these are the part in cases and may not have been totally driven by the mandatory minimums, so I thought the Court had basically now agreed that it is retroactive. I don’t know what group is not been covered by but a

---


large group was covered by a court decision. You and I discussed it.  

Attorney General Jeff Sessions has rolled back much of the progress made during the Obama years. Eric Holder had provided that “prosecutors more discretion four years ago, the number of cases carrying mandatory minimum sentences have dropped and the prosecution of high-level drug offenders had increased — without impacting the rates at which people cooperated with authorities or pleaded guilty.”

On May 12, 2017, Attorney General Sessions sent out a memorandum to all U.S. Attorney’s offices instructing prosecutors to seek the strongest possible charges and sentences in their work: “It is a core principle that prosecutors should charge and pursue the most serious, readily provable offense,” [he wrote.] “This policy fully utilizes the tools Congress has given us. By definition, the most serious offenses are those that carry the most substantial guidelines sentence, including mandatory-minimum sentences.”

In seeking the maximum punishment for drug offences, these policies counter what has demonstrated progress and results in pursuing the war on drugs. Attorney General Sessions brought Steven H. Cook into his inner circle at the Justice Department, appointing him as one of his top lieutenants. Cook, a former President of the National Association of Assistant U.S. Attorneys has been tasked to undo the criminal justice policies of Obama and

---

former Attorney General Eric H. Holder Jr. He succeeded, with relish.

The New York Times reported that “the Office of Management and Budget had placed the White House’s Office of National Drug Control and Policy (“ONDCP”) on the chopping block.” In response, over 70 medical and drug policy organizations, including the Addiction Policy Forum, Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health, Smart Approaches to Marijuana and the Major County Sheriffs of America co-authored the letter with the title “Retain the Office of National Drug Control Policy.” To date, drug treatment courts and other diversion programs for low-level offenders including social services have not been slashed as some pundits predicted.

President Trump took a page from the playbook of President Ronald Reagan. Addressing a group of Chiefs of Police in the Oval Office, President Trump said his administration will fight a “ruthless” war against illegal drugs and assist state and local officials in stopping gang members, “many of whom are not even legally in our country.”

The Obama administration’s permissive, relaxed policy towards legalized marijuana in many U.S. states was undone starting on
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292 Michael W. Chapman, Trump on Drug War: ‘We’re Going to be Ruthless ... We Have No Choice’, CNS NEWS (Feb. 10, 2017), http://www.cnsnews.com/news/article/michael-w-chapman/trump-drug-war-were-going-be-ruthless-we-have-no-choice.
January 20, 2017, President Obama pursued a policy to stop federal raids on state permitted marijuana dispensaries, and Congress banned the DEA from using federal funds to undertake these raids in states where marijuana is legal. Initially, it was unclear what would be the Trump administration’s policy on marijuana. A key indicator would emerge by looking at Trump’s inauguration committee, which included Sheldon Adelson and Mel Sembler, two of the biggest donors to campaigns to block medical marijuana and marijuana legalization. A new policy emerged, even though Trump advisor Roger Stone is a proponent of legalized marijuana efforts.

The Trump administration has put states that have legalized recreational marijuana on notice that federal law enforcement agents could soon be targeting them. According to then-White House Press Secretary Sean Spicer, the Trump administration “had no plans to continue the permissive approach of the Obama administration and viewed recreational marijuana use as a flagrant violation of federal law.” In January 2018, Attorney General Jeff Sessions ended the rules that left alone states which had legalized marijuana.
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use, creating uncertainty in the burgeoning medical and recreational marijuana industry.  

President Trump has described the United States as “drug-infested” and has asserted that drugs are “cheaper than candy bars.” He also referred to New Hampshire as a “drug-infested den” on January 27, 2017, in a leaked conversation with Mexican President Enrique Peña Nieto. After President Trump’s inauguration, it did not take long for the Department of Justice to reignite the domestic war on drugs and undo what the Obama Administration had accomplished. The Justice Department would resume the dated practice of filing the most serious provable charges and pursuing the harshest possible sentences against federal criminal defendants, a process that led to record incarcerations of minorities in the United States.

Jeff Sessions’ tenure as Attorney General has been under a cloud of instability during much of July 2017 due to President Trump’s public criticism. Through Twitter, public addresses, and a highly controversial New York Times interview, the President made clear his disappointment in Sessions’ recusal concerning the federal investigation into the Russian election interference. When questioned about his pick to lead the Justice Department, the President say, “We will see what happens. Time will tell, time will tell.” It is unclear how much any would-be successor would change the policies that Attorney General Sessions has been pursuing.
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In the meantime, Attorney General Sessions has continued to pursue his hardened strategy of guns and badges, rather than treatment beds at the Department of Justice. He also traveled to El Salvador, visiting a prison and meeting with law enforcement officials in the beleaguered Central American country, in order to link President Trump’s war on drugs with the criminal organization Mara Salvatrucha (MS13). He also linked U.S. immigration policy and the prevalence of violent gangs in the United States.

An unanswered question of the Trump administration is who will direct the Office of National Drug Control Policy. President Trump’s first nominee, after months of waiting for confirmation hearings, withdrew his name from consideration. Representative Tom Marino was the main sponsor of a 2016 law that weakened government attempts to lessen the spread of opioid drugs in the United States. That President Trump nominated Representative Marino, knowing his role in neutering the Drug Enforcement Administration efforts to end the epidemic, speaks to his sincerity about a new war on drugs. In fact, three institutions critical to fighting the war on drugs – the Office of National Drug Control Policy, the Drug Enforcement Administration, and the Department of Health and Human Services – are currently without leadership.

Notwithstanding this, President Trump has taken to heart his election promise to end the scourge of drugs that plagues the United States by combating this leading global street gang. MS13 emerged during the civil wars that ravaged Central America and were fought by the Reagan Presidency. The Trump administration emulated the Reagan administration through the return of tough mandatory
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federal sentencing policies. President Trump added the construction of a border wall and the strong enforcement of immigration laws to his arsenal of tools to fight the war on drugs. The objective of these additions is to rid communities of dangerous offenders who are without legal status to be in the United States. Whether these initiatives will make any dent in the opioid crisis devastating the country remains unclear.

VI. CONCLUSION: PRESIDENT TRUMP, THE WAR ON DRUGS, AND THE FUTURE OF UNITED STATES-MEXICO RELATIONS

The U.S.-Mexico border remains a contested site despite efforts like NAFTA, the Security and Prosperity Partnership, and other unilateral, bilateral (with Mexico), and trilateral (with Mexico and Canada) responses. These initiatives to create a vertically integrated supply chain for the North American continent were also designed to curtail Mexican immigration into the United States by providing jobs south of the border. However, the jobs that were created after 1994 did not stay in Mexico, but instead went to China after the People’s Republic of China joined the World Trade Organization in 2001.

In his inaugural address, President Trump announced:

For many decades, we’ve enriched foreign industry at the expense of American industry... And spent
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trillions of dollars overseas while America’s infrastructure has fallen into disrepair and decay. We’ve made other countries rich while the wealth, strength, and confidence of our country has disappeared over the horizon. One by one, factories shuttered and left our shores, with not even a thought about the millions upon millions of American workers left behind. The wealth of our middle class has been ripped from their homes and then redistributed across the entire world.315

Before and after the 2016 Presidential election, Mr. Trump floated ideas for new policies to punish U.S. companies that close manufacturing operations in the U.S. to open in countries with cheaper labor costs.316 Listing Mexico as a principal villain, Mr. Trump promised that U.S. companies attempting to sell products made in factories overseas for sale in the U.S. would be subject to taxes and other charges.317 He promised that trade deals that were unfair to U.S. workers and U.S. trade deals would be scrapped.318 After advising the eleven other countries in the Trans-Pacific Partnership that the U.S. would not go forward with the regional trade deal,319 President Trump turned his attention to NAFTA. In his third day in office, President Trump announced, “We’re going to start some negotiations having to do with NAFTA. Anybody ever hear of NAFTA? I ran my campaign somewhat based on NAFTA. But we’re going to start renegotiating on NAFTA, on immigration, and on security at the border.”320

315 Donald Trump’s Inaugural Address, supra note 264.
320 Eric Bradner, Trump to Begin Renegotiating NAFTA With Leaders Of Mexico,
Although he considered utilizing Article 2205 of NAFTA, which provides a withdrawal process, President Trump opted for negotiations to refashion the pact, which began in mid-August 2017. Despite these fast-tracked negotiations, President Trump continued to bash the trade agreement with Canada and Mexico. As the first set of renegotiations had just ended, President Trump, at a campaign-style rally in Phoenix, Arizona, publicly doubted that the U.S. could reach a deal to renegotiate NAFTA, and suggested that his administration would instead terminate the trade pact with Canada and the United States. This announcement occurred just five days before the start of the second round of negotiations, and President Trump again threatened via Twitter to withdraw from NAFTA. In early April, as negotiations continued past their seventh round, President Trump threatened again to withdraw from NAFTA, as he reacted a “caravan” protest in Mexico heading towards the U.S. border.

All of this was bad news for Mexico, a country that relies greatly on the U.S. for a market for its exports and for direct foreign
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investment. Mexico’s economy has been in dire shape for several years and the country’s peso has plummeted since President Trump first announced his candidacy for the highest office of the United States. Mexico’s economy is dependent on the United States for parts, for technology, and for foreign exchange. Mexico’s economy also relies heavily on remittances from Mexicans working in the United States. In fact, the wages that Mexicans earned in the United States accounted for more money than petroleum sales or tourism revenue in 2016, when Mexicans sent home some $26 billion.

None of the actions from the Trump administration regarding Mexico bode well for our southern neighbor. Mexican President Enrique Peña Nieto vowed to resist U.S. pressure to pay for President Trump’s proposed border wall and the future of the free trade area. Mexico has contingency plans for a world without NAFTA. After a meeting with U.S. Secretary of State Rex Tillerson on Feb. 23, 2017, Mexican Foreign Ministry Luis Videgaray
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stated, “There’s a concern among Mexicans, there’s irritation [about] what has been perceived as policies that might be harmful for the Mexicans and for the Mexican industry.”

If Mexico’s economy continues to sink through a policy of neglect by the U.S. government or by design, the illicit drug industry will surely attract those who are without work. More jobs in legitimate industries are required to end the allure of the narco industry. Moreover, Mexico relies on the U.S. for foreign aid in the form of training in anti-drug efforts, intelligence sharing, and other military assistance under the Mérida Initiative. Some of this aid may be diverted to help pay for the wall along the U.S.-Mexico border.

The United States, too, stands much to lose by alienating Mexico. The United States needs an able and focused partner in Mexico to hinder the flow of drugs across the border and a consumer base to buy U.S. goods. Mexico is a large consumer of U.S. corn, beans, and wheat. Some $2 billion in corn is sold to Mexico each year. Many U.S. jobs depend on export industries. The United States sells electricity to the Mexican market. More than a quarter of

334 INCSR Volume 1, *supra* note 33. “As of September 2016, 238,000 federal, state, and municipal police officers received nationwide standardized training in their responsibilities as first responders in the new criminal justice system through Merida programming. In cooperation with Mexican authorities, the United States has also trained prosecutors, judges, investigators, and forensics specialists on the new criminal justice system and provided equipment for 15 percent of all courtrooms in Mexico.”
Mexico’s electricity is powered by American natural gas, leaving it especially vulnerable to any upheavals from a trade battle with the United States. In turn, Mexico supplies low cost goods for U.S. consumers, including high-end technology goods like televisions and drones. The economies of the U.S. and Mexico are highly integrated. It takes far too much time to get parts into the United States from Asia. The deterioration of the relationship between Mexico and the United States will injure both U.S. agricultural producers and energy traders.

Also at risk is the assistance that Mexican authorities provide to the United States authorities in terms of security cooperation. Extradition will no longer be an option; intelligence sharing will be a thing of the past. High-level cartel leaders have been extradited over the years, culminating in Joaquín “El Chapo” Guzmán being sent to the U.S. to stand trial in federal court in New York City on the last day President Obama was in office. The continuation of this kind of cooperation is increasingly unlikely given the other issues impacting the U.S.-Mexico relationship.

With more anti-Mexico and anti-Mexican rhetoric from the Trump administration, the U.S. will lose assistance with slowing down migrants from the Golden Triangle of Central America – El Salvador, Guatemala and Honduras – many of whom have been unaccompanied minors arriving at U.S. ports of entry claiming

gas.html?hp&action=click&pgtype=Homepage&clickSource=story-heading&module=second-column-region&region=top-news&WT.nav=top-news&&r=1 ("But selling natural gas to Mexico is also a godsend for the American energy industry, which is lobbying the White House to emphasize just how crucial the relationship with Mexico is.").
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asylum. Mexico has been curtailing the rising tide of asylum seekers and economic migrants coming from Central America with its Plan Frontera Sur (Southern Border Plan), but this program could be terminated. Indeed, Mexico’s Foreign Minister Luis Videgaray stated cryptically at his press briefing with U.S. Secretary of State Rex Tillerson on February 23, 2017, “We also have control of our borders and we will exercise it fully.” In this case, exercising control also means not exercising it, potentially allowing Central Americans to flow through Mexico en route to el norte (the United States).

By alienating Mexico, or worse, destabilizing the country (and damaging its currency), the U.S. will lose a major ally in the war on drugs. Mexico has been fighting the war on drugs since the inauguration of Felipe Calderon’s administration in December 2006, but that fight has not been an unmitigated success. William Brownfield, Assistant Secretary of State for International Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affairs, however, did praise the efforts of Mexico’s government to fight the war on drugs.

The U.S. Department of State’s International Narcotics Control Strategy Report from March 2017 stated:


Narcotics trafficking and related violence remain a substantial challenge for citizen security. Nevertheless, Mexico continues its efforts to counter transnational criminal organizations, reform its judiciary and prisons, improve border security, and professionalize police. These efforts have strengthened Mexico’s public institutions while helping to weaken organized crime. Illicit drug cultivation is a particular challenge, with data trends suggesting illicit opium poppy cultivation will continue to grow. The United States will continue bilateral cooperation to work towards achieving security goals shared by both nations.351

The question will be how much bilateral cooperation there will be concerning security and anti-narco activities in the context of the trade and immigration relations between the countries. On one hand, President Trump has declared war on street gangs like Mara Salvatrucha in an effort to fight the opioid crisis.352 On the other, the Trump Administration’s Department of State could end the Merida Initiative, curtailing funding for Mexican law enforcement support.353 This latter policy will counteract against the first policy. According to the Congressional Research Service:

Supporting Mexico’s efforts to reform its criminal justice system is widely regarded as crucial for combating criminality and better protecting citizen security in the country. U.S. support for those efforts has increased significantly as a result of the development and implementation of the Merida Initiative, a bilateral partnership launched in 2007 for which Congress appropriated more than $2.6 billion from FY2008 to FY2016.354
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Abandoning the U.S.’s efforts in coordinating the war against drugs in Mexico may not be the best strategic long-term move. As such, President Trump’s early efforts are definitely not enough. He initially signed three new executive orders: Presidential Executive Order on Enforcing Federal Law with Respect to Transnational Criminal Organizations and Preventing International Trafficking. At the signing ceremony, the President stated about one of these: “This executive order addresses multiple kinds of trafficking, including human and drug trafficking.” These executive orders fulfilled President Trump’s campaign promises to combat rising drug addiction and overdose deaths in the United States using law enforcement and the Border Patrol. “Designed to restore safety in America,” one of the orders establishes a new Task Force on Crime Reduction and Public Safety. The Task Force is designed to develop “strategies to reduce crime, including, in particular, illegal immigration, drug trafficking, and violent crime.”

Working with Mexico can only augment the war on drugs. Regardless, Mexico has continually demonstrated its good faith


360 ID.
towards its more powerful northern neighbor.\textsuperscript{361} Even with the demands from the Trump administration that Mexico to pay for the border wall and its threats to withdraw from NAFTA, the Mexican government pledged aid for victims of Hurricane Harvey.\textsuperscript{362} That is what a good neighbor does.

In his inaugural address in 1933, U.S. President Franklin Delano Roosevelt pledged to “dedicate [the United States] to the policy of the good neighbor, the neighbor who resolutely respects himself and, because he does so, respects the rights of others.”\textsuperscript{363} It would be instructive for President Trump to read the words of Chester Lloyd Jones who wrote in World Affairs only a few months before the start of the Second World War:

Each of the parties will summon the other to be a good neighbor. If we can reach a compromise we will be such. If not, we may agree to disagree or each may take measures to defend what he considers are his “rights.” If a conflict comes on differences as to legal principles which each party considers to rest on bed rock the bright light of good neighborhood begins to pale of is extinguished.\textsuperscript{364}
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